To make our elephant mask:

1. Measure your face to find the desired width and height, as described above. The shape you’re making is an upside-down heart, minus its point.

2. Tear off a piece of masking tape 2" longer than your width. Lay it sticky-side-up on a clean surface and tear another strip to this length. Lay the second strip on top of the first, overlapping by ¼". Repeat until you have a sheet that’s 3" bigger than your height measurement. Add two (or more) layers of tape strips to this sheet, making sure the sticky sides are all covered. (It’s helpful to lightly tape the bottom corners down while you’re working.)

3. Hold the sheet to your face to determine where you’ll cut out space for your nose. Make a pencil mark on the mask at the top of your nose, and 2" below that mark. Draw a straight line lightly across the bottom width—this will be the bottom of the elephant’s cheeks. Draw your upside-down heart shape (minus the point) with the nose mark as the heart’s dip and the cheek marks as heart’s top curves. Draw two straight lines from the horizontal edges to the top of the tape sheet. Cut this shape out.

4. Hold the mask up to your face and mark the eyehole placement with a pencil. Cut the eyes out with your X-Acto.

5. For the trunk, make another sheet of tape 8" long by 5" wide. Draw a 2" wide rectangle that curves at the end and is about 7" long. Cut this curved shape out, and gently fold down the middle, moving along with the curve. With your mask facing up, lay the top of the trunk across the top of the nose dent, overlapping ¼", and tape it down securely. Flip over and tape it from the back as well.

6. Staple ribbons or yarn to the back of the mask, as described in the fox tutorial, then cover the staples with another layer of tape. Paint the front of the mask with acrylic paint and let dry.

7. For the ears, make another tape sheet that’s at least 14" tall by 12" wide. Draw two 6" x 5" ovals on it, and cut them out. Paint these ovals as desired. (We put tiny flowers on our elephant’s ears.)

8. Once the paint’s dry, flip the mask and ears facedown. Overlap the ears behind the mask by 1" and secure with a few layers of tape on the back of the mask. [Callie Watts]